
TraceabilityX parameters

Parameters Description
(only when using the gadget)

This parameter allows you to select the project where the first level issues will be searched from.

You can filter your traceability report/gadget by selecting the first level issue type. 

If you want to get all kind of issues, you should select the "wildcard" option * 

For instance: if you want to know related task to any bug in your project, then you should select "Bug" 
issue type at first level.

You can filter your traceability report/gadget by selecting the second level issue type. 

Like the first level issue type, you can choose to select all the issue types using the wildcard.

For instance: if you want to know related task then you should select "Task" issue type at second leve.

You can also filter by relation between the first level issues and second level issues.

Just select the relation and the report will be generated only if the relation is the one you choosed.

For instance: if you want to know all the related sub-task then you should select "Sub-task" as the issue 
link type / relation

Filters by affected version.

Retrieves only the issues for the affected version.

Filters by fix version.

Retrieves only the issues for the fix version.

Filters by component.

Retrieves only the issues for that component.

Select a predefined user filter. 

Retrieves only the issues returned for that filter.

Check it if you want to display first level issues without any link / relation

When you generate a 
traceability report or you use 
the traceability gadget, you 
will be able to setup different 
parameters.

The parameters are the 
same for both ways of using 
TraceabilityX for Jira app, 
except that the gadget will 
allow you to select a project.



Check it if you want to display second level issues without any link / relation

Select the view for the generated report, 
available options are:

Default: it displays a card view with 
issue types and relations
Show as a table: it displays a table 
with all the issues and their relations
Show as a dependency matrix: it 
displays a dependency matrix.

Default view:

Table view:

Dependency matrix view:

Select sorter type for the generated report, available options are:

Ascending: it displays a report in order ascending using issue key
Descending: it displays a report in order descending using issue key
None : it displays a report honoring the "order by" criteria defined in issue filter

Note: if there is no filter configured or filter does not have "order by" criteria, it displays 
report in default order.
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